(How to make your own PHP powered)

Proxies, Web Crawlers, Search Engines

(this will be you)

<-- NICE

A proxy is a server we can choose to route our internet requests
through. When we use one, our requests appear to be made from
the proxy server instead.

We just implemented one!
Exercise: make a proxy “site” where the user can give a url to go to.
Using...
HTML forms?
URL parameters?
POST/GET ???

(Where's the image?)

We have a problem with relative urls. (It tries to load it from our php folder).

We'll need to fix the HTML string itself. How to do that?

NOT just with regexes! (it's actually impossible)
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How to do it?

Use a library!
(I found a very simple and easy to use one here)
http://simplehtmldom.sourceforge.net/

http://sourceforge.net/projects/simplehtmldom/
Just download the .php file and place it in your folder.
Then be sure to call:
include(“simple_html_dom”);
in your own file.

A few things to keep in mind #1

Object-Oriented PHP
class MyClass {
protected $field_name;

}

public function method1() {
//code goes here...
}

What we need to know...
$instance = new MyClass();
$instance->method1();

(Equivalent of java's instance.method(); )

A few things to keep in mind #2

The DOM

HTML is loaded as a tree-like structure
where nested elements are children.

Exercise #1:
Have our proxy grab every <img> tag, then display them.
(try this on amazon.com!)
Exercise #2:
Have our proxy grab every <a> tag.
Then, get each tag's href property.
IF the href is relative, make it absolute.
Finally, print every href.
Some syntax...
include("simple_html_dom.php");
$html = '<p id="lol">sup</p>';
$html = str_get_html($html);
$ret = $html->find('p');
foreach ($ret as $tag) {
$id = $tag->id;
echo $tag;
echo $id;
}

PHP Function that will make relative URL absolute
(and do nothing to absolute URL)
/**
* Function to convert relative URL to absolute given a base URL
*
* @param
string
the relative URL
* @param
string
the base URL
* @return string
the absolute URL
*/
function rel2abs($rel, $base) {
if (strlen($rel) == 0)
return $base;
else if (parse_url($rel, PHP_URL_SCHEME) != '')
return $rel;
else if ($rel[0] == '#' || $rel[0] == '?')
return $base.$rel;
extract(parse_url($base));
$abs = ($rel[0] == '/' ? '' : preg_replace('#/[^/]*$#', '', $path))."/$rel";
$re = array('#(/\.?/)#', '#/(?!\.\.)[^/]+/\.\./#');

}

for ($n = 1; $n > 0; $abs = preg_replace($re, '/', $abs, -1, $n));
return $scheme.'://'.$host.str_replace('../', '', $abs);

Where to go from here?

Every single one of these links is another URL which we can load. It'll also
have a list of href's, all of which we can load as well. And so on...

This should sound like a RECURSIVE problem to you...

It only gets EXPONENTIALLY BETTER from here...
The CSE 190m frontpage has about 20 links.
Each of these links will have 20 links of their own.
Then those will have 20 links each, and so on.
Only 3 “levels” in, and that's already 20^3 + 20^2 + 20^1 or 8420 pages!
(We obviously can't do this by brute force)

There are over
1,000,000,000,000 pages on
the internet.
How would you parse then
categorize them all?
Google it!

What we CAN do
Write a relatively shallow (2 levels) search engine.
Apply regex on the html strings to find all occurrences of the query.

Some notes:
error_reporting(E_ERROR | E_PARSE);
(to disable warnings)
set_time_limit(0);
(to set unlimited time)
$htmlstring = file_get_contents($url);
check if the string is truthy before parsing
preg_match("/[^.]+shiny[^.]+/i",$htmlstring,$matches);
Matches will be in $matches array

Problems?
file_get_contents() is incredibly slow and not suited for this task.
A fast web crawler is possible in PHP, but we'll need to use something else to make our
requests.
(I recommend cURL, a PHP binding to a C library -- so you know it's fast!)
http://lu.php.net/manual/en/book.curl.php

But not friendly...

What can you do with web crawling?

Check out StreamPlayer:
http://spotcos.com/misc/scrapeplayer/scrapeplayer.swf
To use, type:
load spotcos.com/misc
then
random

